Abstract—The people are differed by their capabilities, skills and mental agilities. The evolution of human from childhood when they are completely dependent up to adulthood the time they gradually set the dependency free is too complicated, by considering they have all started from almost one point but some become cleverer and some less.

The main control command of a cybernetic hand should be posted by remaining healthy organs of disabled Person. These commands can be from several channels, which their recording and detecting are different and need complicated study. In this research, we suppose that, this stage has been done or in the other words, the command has been already sent and detected. So the main goal is to control a long hand, upper elbow hand missing, by an interest angle define by disabled. It means that, the system input is the position desired by disables and the output is the elbow-joint angle variation. Therefore the goal is a suitable control design based on neural network theory in order to meet the given mapping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After world war two there were a lot of over elbow arm missing, so the need of prosthesis emerged. The primitive aim of artificial hand was to replace the lost organ to strengthen the disabled person mentally [1]. So the cosmetic hand was fabricated. The simplest form of artificial hand had no joint and was equipped with a very simple hook. The most complete hand is one that can act as much as possible as a real hand, which doesn’t need a special training for exercise.

The artificial hand manufacturing had to be an interesting theme for various research centers word wide. The final aim in this effort is to achieve a hand to be able to imitate the natural movements of a real one as possible. Another major goal in this area is to promote the hand features like distortion reduction and to render an intelligent organ able to learn [1].
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II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

In this effort we try to model and investigate a cybernetic hand in order to design an intelligent control method to simulate a hand by neural network. The controllable system parts in artificial hand are the arm, forearm and wrist. To move an arm in supination and pronation direction, we have no problem, since the case is linear and can be resolved by ordinary digital controllers, but in an upper elbow hand missing, the main goal is to reach from one position to another. In such a situation, the load angle variation results in torque alteration, which make the system nonlinear, so a linear controller can not be used alone. By taking all these into consideration the main concentration of this study will be on flexion and extension movements.

A. A Controlled System Modeling

1) Forearm and Elbow Modeling

To apply a useful control on artificial hand, firstly we need to present a model for this plant. A simple model used for the flexion and extension movements in a disabled person’s hand. Demonstrates in Fig. 1.

In above figure, we place a DC motor with constant poles in the elbow. Controlling the angle $\Phi$ made by the Dc motor Torque is of great interest which results in a controlled movement from one position to another by disable. Note that we suppose, the command and its analysis are well analyzed, available and at disposed.

To obtain the plant equations, we used the Newton’s low in rotating motion, as follow:

$$\sum \tau = \alpha J \tag{1}$$
\[ -MgL \sin \Phi - B \Phi + U = J \Phi \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( MgL \sin \Phi \) is the load torque, which resists the motor torque or motion, and defined by negative values. The term \( B \Phi \) relates to friction however the coefficient \( B \) has been considered as a constant value but is not so in general and can be affected by various factors. In reference [12], the curve of fig2 has been given but because of low friction alteration it was ignored.

By transformation the above equations to laplace form, the below block diagram is obtained, shown in (Fig. 3).

\[ \tau_m(t) = \Phi K_{am}(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

If all constants be showed by \( K_a \) then

\[ \tau_m(t) = K_a i_a(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Motor revolution causes an anti induction force which shown with \( e_a(t) \) and equation:

\[ e_a(t) = K_b \frac{d\theta}{dt} = K_b \omega(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ e_a - e_b = L_a \frac{di_a}{dt} + R_a i_a \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ \tau_m = \left( e_a - K_b \omega(t) \right) \frac{K_a}{R_a} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

By transforming the equation to laplace form, the relating diagram obtained.

And the same for coupling circuit we’ll have:

3) Modeling based on DC Motor Voltage as an Input and Elbow Angle Variation as an Output

If a DC motor with constant poles causes the elbow rotation, the following block diagram can be resulted.

The corresponding mathematical equation for this model is as follow:

\[ \Phi = k_{fi} i_f \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
B. Controller Designed for Cybernetic Hand

The major goal in controller design is to meet following feature along with simplicity.
1- Stability in close loop
2- Appropriate input tracking
3- Disorder reduction and robust control
4- Noise reductions
5- Energy optimization (Optimum Control)

C. Uncertainty in Cybernetic Hand Control System

Uncertainty means, model variation around its nominal value with a specific range. This issue will happen definitely in real systems and our struggle in robust control is to reduce these variations as much as possible. Such a system has to resist uncertainty.

According to reference, the controllers based on neural network structure or Neuro-Fuzzy will satisfy this feature.

D. Controller Design based on Neural Network

In the control of all systems the final goal is a simple, economic and optimized solution, which perfectly adapts our Plant, plus a good learning ability.

Among all controllers capable of learning, the neural network or neurology network can be applied to both linear and nonlinear system. Besides they are intelligent, and follow the inverse Plant learning procedure.

As mentioned before, hand control systems acts as a tracker to reach from one position to another, in the other words our approach is to approach is to make the target close to a desired position [14], as show in Fig. 9.

Neural networks can realize this structure because of its changeable nature in transform function.

III. RESULTS

To use any artificial intelligent system, two stages have to be followed. In stage one, various data fed to system in order to train it by different methods. In stage two, giving it an unknown input and verifying the correct output check the system.
Fig. 13 System response to a random input. Because of system inertia, the input held constant for 10 seconds to allow system to follow. It can be seen that output will follow the input under a correct instruction.

For test the system, a random value that stays constant within 5 second is fed as an input to let the system follow.

Fig. 14 Output and input curves regarding to 5-second random inputs.

Absence of overshoot in this system is an advantage. To test the speed of system and to control the speed of position variation, the following experiment was carried out (system settling time).

Fig. 15 Output regarding to input variation every one second.

As seen, because of the low speed the system, the output couldn’t follow the input properly.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, firstly a proper model to control an artificial hand in flexion and extension motions was investigated, and compared to real case. Then a useful controller based on neural network was designed and evaluated. It was found that the output could follow the input only when the system has proper speed. The neural network was found to be a good approach for flexion and extension of cybernetic hand.

As discussed before, in this study only angle alteration feedback was used for hand control, but it is promising to apply other feedback controller systems in future.

Neural networks can detect the system without knowing its construction (advantage of neural network to resistant and adaptive control). However to inform about and various part of system may lead to design a simple control on neural network and will reduce the complication of control considerably. In this case utilizing several networks instead of one, not only reduce neuron quantity but also will increase the response speed. Therefore, the more information over system control will be which tend to an adaptive control.

The final goal in this paper will be to investigate other cybernetic hand joints from controlling point of view and to achieve a fully controlled system for controlling all joints including fingers and wrist, in which various feedbacks similar to natural hand and a maximum adoption with the remaining organ exist.
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